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1. Abstract
This work explores norms of dress design by the use of post internet
aesthetics in mens underwear. The exploration of underwear is based on
methods formed to create a wider concept of how mens underwear could
look like regarding shape, color, material and details.
Explorations of stereotypical and significant elements of underwear such
as graphics and logotypes has been reworked to create a graphical identity
bound to a brand.
This is made to contextualize the work aiming to present new options and
variety in mens underwear rather than stating examples using symbols or
stereotypic elements.
In the making of the examples for this work the process goes front and
back from digital to physical using different media to create compositions of
color, graphic designs and outlines using transfer printer, digital print, and
laser cutting machine.
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2.Introduction
What is underwear?
Underwear is defined as what is closest to the skin, and under the everyday
garments. It is what reveals when undressing after a day or night out, in your home,
or behind other closed doors. (Hammar and Rasmussen, 2008)
As the middle layer and in a everyday use, we expect underwear to function as a
comfortable garment that disconnects the body’s intimate parts from the everyday
wear.

fig2.1 tunics

Historical perspective
Around 3000 BCE, 5000 years ago high status women wore under tunics, (fig2.1)
shaped to exaggerate the waist and to mark their status in a ancient Egypt society
(Scott, 2010) distancing themselves to slaves and people from lower classes that
went naked.
In ancient Greek and Rome societies people consider nakedness as uncivilized,
they wore tunics to cover their bodies consisting of a 3 meter rectangular shaped
fabric piece that slipped over the head and was held in place by the use of a belt.
(Scott, 2010)

fig2.2 strophium

In the Rome society women used fabric as support, bounding their breasts with
what is called strophium. (Scott, 2010) (fig2.2) Style conscious women did also used
strophium to make their over garments drape as beautiful as possible.
In western Europe society there are historical remains that shows that linen robes
(fig2.3) has been used as underwear during 1500 (Hammar and Rasmussen, 2008).
Those garment was due to a functional approach of layering worn to keep the user
warm and used as a comforting layer used between the other wear and the naked
skin.
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fig2.3 linen robes

With the introduction (fig 2,4) of the corset in fashion history in the 1500
century (Hammar and Rasmussen, 2008) shape-wear was introduced
with possibilities to shape the body to achieve a fashionable silhouette.
thees ideals has changed during the history of fashion and the style and
construction of the corsets has changed due to existing fashion.
The corset has in modern days becoming a symbol for the past time
oppression of the body that the western society can contrast modern
democratic values against. (Hammar and Rasmussen, 2008)
Still, modern versions of the corsets made out of stretchy fabric had an
important role of a female wardrobe in 1960s.
Innovations of elastic knit technics in combinations with elastic qualities from
the synthetic fiber lycra was launched in 1959 by the underwear company
DuPont’s with qualities that one can recognize in todays underwear.

fig2.4 Catherine de medici

In the mid nineteenth century a French man, Mr. Godey, renamed woman’s
underwear by calling it “lingerie” in the book: Godeys Ladys Book (Gray,
1980) referring to a French word that meant draped linen. Godey means that
lingerie is an category of luxury and sensuality. He means that it is taking
on the woman’s body and often triggers people emotions in many different
directions.
Underwear is closely connected to ideals, stereotypes and sexuality and
those values are today up for discussion again due to a shaping wear revival
owing to The Kardashians, Beyonce and Rihanna.
By claiming objects coded to feminine oppression like the corset they
celebrating an ideal of an independent woman with in charge of her own
sexuality (fig 2,5)
fig2.5 Beyonce
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Mens underwear and nudity
Calvin Klein plays an important roll of how the man is portrayed in
underwear after the Mark Wahlberg ads in 1992. (Stil, 2017) (fig 2,6)
After this campaign together with the supermodel of the 90’s Kate
Moss, the brand have kept on renewing it’s identity; communicating
by portraying iconic celebrities and models in their underwear. Not
much has changed with the garments. They are still made from
jersey fabric with a woven logo-elastic.

fig2.6 Calvin Klein

Calvin Klein’s campaigns are focusing on the genitals portrayed from
below-perspective,a way to celebrate maskulinity. The wearer often
carries white underwear refering to a fresh and new feel.
During Paris fashion week autumn/winter 2015, Rick Owens showed
a collection where the models dicks where exposed. “It was not about
showing a potent male sexuality”, he stated in an interview with
Susanne Ljung (Stil, 2017), but to play with the male sexuality and
therefore his identity (2.7)
An important designer that has presented many progressive
examples of men’s underwear is Tom Ford. He did this especially
during his time at Gucci where he for example introduced the iconic
logo thong, which Mario Testino used in an ad.

fig2.7

In this ad there is one male and one female model wearing the same
kind of underwear. (Figure2.8)
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fig2.8

Graphics in fashion and textile.
fig2.9 Nike air max 97

fig2.10 Nike air force 1

fig2.10 Mercedes C class

fig2.11 Mercedes A class

Graphics that are used today in the fashion industry are often knitted, woven,
printed or embroidered.
In the sneaker industry (figure 5) (Nike) and car industry (figure 6), there is a clear
difference in expressionin how the detailing and finnishing is worked with due to
diffrent price ranges.
In less exclusive models the expression and materials work is quiet humdrum in
comparison to more exclusive models where the level of finish, material and joining
differs in how the 3D graphical elements are treated.
In underwear the logos are often used in the elastic as a branding element, for
example Versace, Calvin Klein and Björn Borg seen in the series of pictures in
figure 7
Another way that branding is used in relation to how the garment is made is woven
labels. This way to bring forth the brand identity is used because of that the elastic
is sewn in, and therefore gets hidden.
The expression of the logo is often related to a font, or/and a symbol that relates to
a brand identity, the ”other products” and the brands DNA. Underwear tend to have
the same function for some companies as perfume, for example Channels No 5. It
is the bread and butter that often creates a bigger income than runway collections,
and is looked upon more as a product than a part of a concept.

fig2.12

Business of fashion has stated socks as the new bread and butter product (Ahmed,
2017) for many fashion companies since the possible margins are so high. Now
you can buy Margiela’s “Tabi socks” even if you can’t afford the shoes. The “Tabi
concept” is one kind of interesting labelling build on shape (could be a cut) rather
then a logo.
There are possibilities in creating a way to cut a shape in the same way as symbol;
a part of a graphic concept shown in figure 8.
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fig2.13. Margiela’s tabi concept

Differences in types and categories of men’s
and women’s underwear.
Brands that has a specialization in underwear such as the female
lingerie-brand Agent Provocateur are categorizing their underwear
after different situations. In this case they call their lines lingerie,
swimwear, nightwear, ready-to-wear, accessories, icons, best-sellers
sen in the series of picture in figure 9.
If one would compare Agent Provocateur with the male underwear
brand Frank Dandy, the categories and words that are used to
difference their products are basiclly based on if the products are
printed, non patterned or knickers. This is exemplefyed in the series
of pictures in figure 10.
This shows that the dictionary of mens underwear are much thinner
than the one for women. This does also show that situations when
men are expected to wear underwear are fewer then for women.

fig2.14. Lingerie, Nightwear and Accessories

Frank Dandy
Patterned

fig2.15
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Frank Dandy
Knickers

Frank Dandy
Non Patterned

2.1Background
Post internet aesthetic
Vaporwave
”Vaporwave is a genre of music that originated internet forums such as reddit and
tumbler in the early 2010’s” (Vaporwave: A Brief History, 2015)
It started as an aesthetic containing graphics, obsessed with 80s and 90s
subcultures, using glitch art, Japanese culture, old graphic design such as
Windows word’s Wordart and an obsession with smooth music such as elevator
music, jazz, new age and funk. (Vaporwave: A Brief History, 2015)
Vaporwave means critique of capitalism (Vaporwave: A Brief History, 2015)
As wosX describes it the term Vaporwave comes from the business term:
Vaporware, which is a product that has been announced to the public but newer
got released, clashing a marxist term to describe a perpetual repetition of ideals
which are not concrete or meaningful. This is described as Waves of vapor and
could been seen as critique of capitalism. This issue is used in Vaporwave arts
by embracing and criticize the idea of corporate attributes in use of logos and
products as in figure fig2.16 and fig2.17

fig2.16

fig2.17

Japanese culture
The part of Japanese culture that is used in Vaporwave refers to romantic
pictures of a modern artificiality. Picture of cities lighten by neon lights, and
graphical signs with Japanese letters, are often used as artwork for album
covers. In figure x one of the two most important albums (Vaporwave: A
Brief History, 2015) for Vaporwave “A Birth of a New Day” is shown. It is a
collaboration between the vaporwave producers “Hong Kong Express” and “t
e l e p a t h“ that re-wrote the musical expression of vaporwave in 2015. They
themselves describes it as ”a project that creates cyberpunk-esque, dystopian yet
psychedelic and relaxing ambient soundscapes”. figure 2.18.
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fig2.18

Birth of a New Day

Music
The Beginning of what is today called Vaporwave music, which is seen as
the origin of Vaporwave, is the album Macintosh Plus (figure14) that was
realized in 2011. The iconic album cover is in Figure x consists of typical
vaporwave elements such as Japanese font, a skyline pictured city with a
tropical and despotic sky, roman busts, and a pink color referring to a 80s
Miami vice aesthetic (Vaporwave: A Brief History, 2015).
It is made through slowing down existing soul music to achieve a
droning soundscape. The song that today is an Vaporwave anthem, and
made the album to an icon of the genre is “Computing of Lisa Frank (420)
(slash) contemporary”. It is a slowed down take on Diana Ross “It’s your
move”, which consists of a the lyrics ”Its all in your head” reapiting using
different filters and effects.

fig2.19

fig2.20

The genre of Vaporwave music consist mostly of anonymous producers
that mostly under pseudonyms are taking existing songs and reproduces
them by adding effects, remixing and slowing them down. The way of
working with the media relates to how Andy Warhol took existing objects
and re-contextualized them, Figure (15).
In the development of the genre the music change by the release of the
album (Blank) fig2.21 by Blank Banshee were trap beat was added to the
typical Vaporwave soundscape sound. In the same manner did Vaperror
release the album Mana Pool fig2.22 were hir put the genre in to a more
mainstream context.
fig2.21
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fig2.22

Emotins and feelings
The Vaporwave label Dream changed the genre by re-writing the approach
towards Vaporwave, instead of discussing capitalism the vision was that
the music should take one elsewhere as an escape into the unknown - free
of isolation and loneliness. It’s on this label where “Birth of a New Day”
was released, which is an album that has become the new anthem of
Vaporwave inside of The floral shopper by Macintosh Plus.(Vaporwave: A
Brief History, 2015)
The emotional approach of escaping into the unknown, as discussed
above, connects the Vaporwave soundscape to the contributors of the
genre, by the creation of a global sub genre. The creators of the genre,
often young people has thanks to internet connected an art movement to a
lifestyle dealing with identity and norm issues.

fig2.23

The music collective Sad boys with the front figure Yung Lean fig2.23 has
become a norm breaking personality through his music, lyrics and by the
way he dresses. The music can be related to Blank Banshee vaporwave
trap music, and Yung Lean himself. Sad Boys is an recurrent reference in
internet forums and in the Vaporwave aesthetic as seen in figure 2.24.

fig2.24
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Glitch art
Glitch art is a type of digital destruction of a existing picture. Today
there are generators online where one can make glitch art in a second
by uploading a picture, and by the use of different types of codes, get
different kinds of results. An example of this is shown in figure 2.25.

fig2.25

Wordart
In the text program Microsoft word there is an effect to create bold
expressive headings called Wordart. This is used in the same manner
as the culture uses logos in their designs. A parallel can be drawn
between the bold expression of the graphics in figure fig2.26 and fig2.27.

fig2.26

This expression of big, bold and striking elements relates to the arts of
memes where short sentence expresses striking statements together
with a picture.
In the figure x an example of how the Vaporwave movement
celebrates a 80’s-Miami-vice-tropical aesthetic by combining a
Wordart expression together with a typical Vaporwave picture, fig2.28.
In many mems individuals of the movement celebrates Internet and
vaporwave by identifying oneself as a part of it, by being a creator and
contributor as in figure 2.29.

fig2.28

It is a sub-genera that, thanks to Internet has created a worldwide
subculture were one expresses one selfs through digital media rather
then physical being and physical group identification.
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fig2.29

fig2.27

Norm-breaking youth culture in fashion
Today’s fashion ways of working with internet aesthetics correlate with
expressions of norm breaking youth culture. Through a use of bold
graphical elements, and a progressive use of colour, brands as Vetements
and Gosha Rubichinsky has grown thanks to a post internet progressive
youth.
The connection to branding and use of bold graphic elements in high
fashion brands, comes from collaborations with street wear brands such as
Adidas (figure x) and Reebok (figure x) that can be connected to different
kinds of club wear and rave culture. (Fig 2.30)

fig2.30

Gosha Rubichinsky is working with the post Soviet generations from
different aspects and a newly deliberated youth. He has by embracing
contemporary cultural movements of the Russian underground scene made
his brand into a cultural institution for progressive Russian youth, (Inside
Gosha Rubchinskiy’s Post-Soviet Generation 2018).
Closely connected to the brand is the model agency Lumpen (Figure 2.31)
which are working with a non normative male model look. The new look
of the models are questioning existing norms and opens up for a more
progressive non normative expression than what the fashion industry
usually suggests how a man should act and behave.

fig2.31

Vetements, in collaboration with the stylist Lotta Volkova, also uses the
model agency Lumpen and in their collections they present examples of
progressive non normative outfits that refers to club wear by the use of rave
tracksuits in combinations of different leather-wear. (see figure 2.33)
In figure 2.32 the male body is exposed by the use of reviling outfits and
styling, and the zippers in the crotch opens up for sexual fantasies.
In figure 2.33 the high leather boots combined with the rave tracksuit
clashes two different stereotypes of wear connected to gender, women’s
knee-high heels and the aggressive gabber tracksuits.
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fig2.32

fig2.33

Queer expressions in fashion
Queer
Queer is an idea of a non normative way to look at heterosexual society structure
(RFSL, 2018). It is a criticism towards existing structures and is a part of a feminist way
to view and understand society’s structures regarding sexuality and gender together
with how class and culture affects individuals in different kinds of contexts and society.
(Gunn, 2016)
The issue of how a individual is presumed by the way hir dresses is in today’s fashion
discussed trough different kinds of example presented by a various of designers,
liberated rooms and contexts such as night-life, club environment (figure 2.34)
(Warkander, 2013), and Internet has an influence on what is presented by brand as
Hood by air, Helmut Lang, Lazoschmidl and Barragan.

Hood by air

(figure 2.34)

Hood by air with Shayne Oliver as head of design is a brand building their
aesthetics on a genderless concept coming from the club scene and tumblr
aesthetic. They also have, by use of prints, referred to vaporwave Mems as
”Dead inside” as seen in figure 2.35. By the use of an up to date goth aesthetic
the brand’s outfits give examples of how a fashionable outcasts outfit could look
like.
Hoody by air shows in figure x a pool blue transparent outfit that shows of the
body, and hides the genitals by the use of the street-wear reference hoodie
pocket. In figure x and x examples of male outfits with focus on the underwear
is shown together with accessories and ways of carrying them in a female
coded way.

(figure 2.35)

Helmut Lang
Shayne Oliver is also head designer for Helmut Lang were they explores
the same type of concept as at HBA but with the Helmut Lang’s significant
minimalistic approach. With the use of graphic lines and underwear references
he gives examples of a non normative male way to dress that suggests a queer
perspective on men’s fashion in series of figures 2.38.
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(figure 2.38)

(figure 2.36)

(figure 2.37)

MAISON the FAUX
MAISON the FAUX is a fashion brand with the vision of creating ”human-wear” that
exemplifies a new take on masculinity and femininity, trying to break down gender norms in
a narrow minded world (Maisonthefaux.com, 2018). By the use of a norm breaking concept
towards gender and creations of theatrical character the brand suggests a new type of
male identity by a use of eccentric materials and non normative use of silhouettes on
different kinds of body’s exemplifying variety in dress criticizing normative stereotypes. In
the series of pictures (Figure 2.39) from the spring/summer 2018 MAISON the FAUX shows
different examples discussing norms of silhouette, fabric and gender coded garment types.
Lazoschmidl
The Swedish brand Lazoschmidl can be related to the way Gosha Rubishinsky works
with a new progressive youth, by a repetitive use of models for every show they creating
a cult around the brand. And by the idea re contextualize“classics of gay culture,” “for the
sexual revolution of 2017.” “We think,”, “that even straight people these days are open to
homoerotic thoughts” one of the designers, Schmidl stated in Vogue (Vogue, 2018) before
the autumn/winter show in 2017.

(figure 2.39)

In the series of pictures (fig 2.40) fake patent leather was presented together with chaps
and references to the female wardrobe.
Barragan
Barragan is a New York established fashion brand that together with Hood by air, Helmut
Lang and MAISON the FAUX is a part of a queer fashion scene of New York. By the help
of IT-persons from a progressive and non normative queer scene like the social media star (figure 2.40)
Richie Shazam (figure x) the brand is creating shows consisting of models with a diversity
of ethnicity that challenges the white norm of fashion.
The white norm is a part of a queer agenda as mentioned in the first paragraph of Queer
expressions in fashion. Pamela Perry states in the article ”White Means Never Having to
Say You’re Ethnic” that white identities a constructed as ”Cultureless”. (PERRY, 2001)
In the same manner as Barragan is challenging the form in menswear they do also
challenge the cultural norm. By the use of bodily exposing silhouettes on male models, and
female coded materials, Barragan creates a queer expression together with female coded
styling such as handbags (Fig 2.41), ear rings(Fig 2.42) and ballet shoes (Fig 2.43).
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(figure 2.41)

(figure 2.42)

(figure 2.43)

2.3 Design program
The frames that defines a design program are often based on earlier
experiences, thus knowledge of the field helps one to map out important
features. This logic arrives from a view upon the design process as an action
where the designing (Jones, 1992) talks back and becomes as Donald Schön
described it; a ”reflection-in-action” practice (Brandt Binder, 2007).
This design program has developed from experiments that explores colours,
graphics and material.

(fig 2.3.1)

Laser cutting
In these experiments the laser cutter was used to create different prints on
different materials. A digital picture becomes physical through the interaction
between the laser beams and the fabrics.

(fig 2.3.2)

In figure 2.3.1, a rasterized black and white picture has been prepared to
explore etching on a felted dyed wool fabric.
In figure 2.3.2 the graphic is etched on two different kinds of fabric that creates
a structure on the blue viscose and a cut-out effect on the green polyamide.
The third experiment, as seen in figure 2.3.3, explores how a reported pattern
could be created by using the laser cutter and layering of materials.
The Laser cutter can be seen as a digital way to develop the silk screen
printing technique. It merges the idea of silk screen printing and digital editing
possibility trough cut-out technique and opens up for layers of material and
colour composition as in figure 2.3.3.

(fig 2.3.3)

The laser cutting technique can be related to the expressions of the Vaporwave
aesthetics where collages are created in a cut and paste manner with bold
expressions containing graphical elements consisting of one color element
such as logos and letters.
This is exemplified in the figure 2.3.4 with the Nike logo.
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(fig 2.3.4)

Fabric dyeing properties
To understand how different materials reacts to dyeing one has to
use a constant, in this case the green colour, to be able to compare
and break down properties of how fabrics reacts to different
types of dyeing. This opens up for new possibilities of colour and
structure combinations, and an understanding for how important the
properties of the fabric are, such as fibre, bindings and structure and
the role they have in the dying process. In the result (Fig 2.3.5) one
can see that the colours expressions are different to one another
even if the process is the same.
One can see fabric as a filter that shows colours in different ways.
One can also identify, by comparing the different samples, that
colour is perceived differently on different fabric kinds and that the
expression of colour and material is dependent on each other.
This method “Fabric dyeing properties” can be used as a tool for
exploring different fabric kinds and theirs connotations. In underwear
there are typical colours and materials that are used. Examples of
such colours are shades of beige, black and red, and examples of
such fabrics are stretchy material such as Lycra, cotton jersey and
stretch chiffon, together with lace, silk and different satin qualities.
(KÄLLA) By the use of these archetypical elements one has the
possibility to explore a norm braking use of material and colour
towards gender and rewriting existing connotations of underwear
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Fig 2.3.5 Seven kind of clearly different white fabrics 20x30cm are dyed with the same color at
90°.

Material and the male body
By the use of the male body this experiment relates to issues of material
usage in menswear. By fast try outs, placing fabrics on the male body
one can identify possibilities of breaking norms due to traditional usage
of material in menswear such as denim, sportswear and tailoring fabrics.
(Hopkins, 2018)
This method of exploring colour and structure could also be used in
combination with ”Fabric dyeing properties” to evaluate expressions of
different fabrics and colours in a context with possibilities of discussing
gender and a normative use of material.
In the series of picture in figure 2.3.6 number 8 and 10 can be compared
having different expressions together with the male body.
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Fig 2.3.6

Pipetted colour intervals
The method: ”Pipetted colour intervals” is based on colour manipulations of
existing pictures in Photoshop by the use of effects and adjustment tools. To
be able to understand and take advantage of this play a clear structure was
required. A method description is following describing the steps:
Work in Photoshop and create different colour combination-swatches out of
4 x 2cm*2cm squares by using the colour pipette taking out colours from an
existing image. Figure 2.3.7.
Mark the swatch and change the colours with the Tint tool in Photoshop, all
swatches at the same time.
Continue creating swatches by using the first original swatch, and a logic
pattern will appear as one can see in figure 2.3.8.

2.3.7

In Figure x the logic of colour intervals appears when the swatch ends up
repeating it self, the tint tool has moved the positions of the colours in the
colour wheel but retained their relations. By the use of the swatch and tool
in Photoshop one can explore if a existing relation between colour can be
interesting also in a other position of the colour wheel.
2.3.8

This opens up for possibilities to play with existing narratives for example how
colours are used in Vaporwave to explore the possibility to rewrite existing
elements.
Result and work made bay the laser cutter can also be manipulated to find new
combinations of colour and structures of print. Figure 2.3.9 and 2.3.10.

2.3.9
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2.3.10

2.4 State of the arts
The power of symbols and logos in norm changing structures
Gosha Rubichinsky
Gosha Rubichinsky is as stated in the background building a culture around his brand,
an identity (Inside Gosha Rubchinskiy’s Post-Soviet Generation 2018) consisting of a
progressive youth growing up with new possibilities that their parents didn’t have.
A notion of freedom is explored and a new feature is created out of their own Russian
history. (Inside Gosha Rubchinskiy’s Post-Soviet Generation 2018) By the use of nostalgic
soviet graphics as the use of the Cyrillic alphabet Figure x and retro collaboration together
whit sportswear brands, as Kappa (figure x) and Adidas (fig 2.4.1), an eastern european
aesthetic was created that re-wrote notions of streetwear giving it an Russian, Post-Soviet
expression.
Gosha is by rewriting street wear in a Post-Soviet context that positioning his work in a
country and culture with a strong masculine identity. (Graham, 2017) In the show of spring/
summer 2018, the collection was contextualized by locating the show in a space that was
used for raves in St. Petersburg during the 90s, connecting the brand’s aesthetics to rave
culture Figure 2.4.2.
During the Gosha Rubichinsky show for spring summer 2017 Figure x the group of models
entered the catwalk in a unit, according to Katerina Zolototrubova - fashion editor for
Russian Vogue, looking like gopnik; a term that describes a bad boy from the Russian
suburbs.

2.4.1

The culture of Gosha Rubichinsky is celebrating and exploring notions of freedom through
an active aggressive masculine approach by the use of cultural events and sub cultures
such as football, rave and skateboarding in examples that is recognizable due to the use of
streetwear an logos.
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2.4.2

Norms changing through group identification and
creation of aesthetic.
Vaporwave
A community on Facebook named after the art movement is dealing with
expressions connected to vaporwave aesthetics. By an interaction between
community members through postings of pictures consisting pictures that
deals with logotypes and the idea of escape into an unknown world Figure
2.4.3.

2.4.3

Members are creating a collection of aesthetic dealing with critic towards
the westerns society as Grafton Tenner states, a monolithic system has
enslave the west and a potentially subversive genre like Vaporwave can
awake us from the cultural maladies. (Tanner, G. 2016)
The vaporwave movement uses graphics in the same manner as Gosha
Rubichinsky. By a nostalgic rewriting of logos the different aesthetics refers
to youth culture and streetwear, figure 2.4.4.

2.4.4

The differs is in how the re-writing is done, the aesthetics of vaporwave
uses tropical colours and a retro futuristic perspective as in figure x is used.
Those colors that comes from the movements obsession with artificial
spaces relating to 80s sub cultures (Vaporwave: A Brief History, 2015)
inspired by the use of colours used in the video game GTA Miami Vice
shown in figure 2.4.5.

2.4.5

The community celebrates fictional worlds and spaces as a way to escape
the physical being through aesthetically pure pleasing virtual experiences
such as Mems, figure 2.4.6.
The idea of the persons behind alias and creations on internet forums and
community is a young male (Kendall, 2007) by a digital interaction and
glorifying the notion of the nerd identity they distance them selfs from a
heterosexual norm (Kendall, 2007)
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2.4.6

Barragan and a post gender idea
Barragan is exploring male identity through a queer concept discussing
norms of gender and ethnicity.
As mentioned in the Background the designer Victor Barragan is
challenging the form in menswear by presenting outfits consisting of
underwear, dresses and tops. Due to the host MADE, of the spring summer
2017 the brand is already beyond concepts of gender (fig2.4.7) and that
the up to date followers of the new wave of fashion are not longer concern
of typical stereotypes, its old news and in the end people just want to look
cool and sexy regardless how one is dressed. (MADE, 2018)
This idea could also been seen in MAISON the FAUX vision of creating
”humanwear” independent to societies expectations and norms.
This norm breaking ideas comes from a merge of an internet culture and
nightlife culture were safe spaces are available for exploration of norm
breaking expressions (Warkander, 2013)
Internet has becoming a media for progressive youth culture were due to
its global nature expressions spreads fast and widely.
In relation to how different types of male identity has developed around
different kind of cultural movement there should be possible to start a new
one, exploring mens underwear from a fashion approach due to cultural
movement pushing boundaries of aesthetic elements regarding male
identity such as use of color, graphical elements and garment types.
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2.4.7

2.5Motive and idea discussion
The field of men’s underwear, and menswear in general, is quiet
narrow.
One can argue for this by observing how we look upon gender and
different roles in society.
There is a need to change the view of how a man is allowed to
dress in today’s society, and in the field of fashion design one could
come with new proposals of how we portrait a male identity; one
that is quite static in today’s society regarding the way we dress
and behave. These norms come from different archetypical ideas of
identity, what they should look like, and how they are expected to be
represented. These norms restrict peoples inner potential.
When working with identity and trying to reconstruct gender, a
question of queerness appears. The male wardrobe, and male
fashion collections, are much more conservative then women’s
collections, as is the variety of garments women can find in a store
accordingly to my own experience. There is a gap and an interesting
possibility to try to find more and inspiring suggestions for men
in today’s society that perhaps also could change a stereotypical
heterosexual look and norm.
It is about challenging a hetero-normative view on how we should
behave, act and look. This of course ends up in a queer discussion,
but I believe that it is important to develop new aesthetics, and not
only end up with cliché proposals which I consider Maja Gunn did
when she was using the red-black checked flannel shirt as a symbol
in ”The lesbian shirt” (Gunn, 2016).
There is no need for more symbols (figure 2.5.1) but rather more
options and variety.
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2.5.1 The lesbian shirt

This work aims to play with the societies view on what it means to be
a man; what he is, what he is doing and what he looks like. The man,
in my opinion, deserves a wider spectrum of possibilities of what he
is allowed to be without being judged by other people. If an outfit that
a man wears differs from the norm he is viewed upon as an outcast
in the eyes of the society too. If it would be possible to create a wider
acceptance for differences regarding masculinity, we could hopefully
also change structures of power that comes with different kinds of
outfits.
In today’s society there are often two views on who a man is, based
on what he looks like: gay or ”normal” (heterosexual). This is a selfperceived truth shared with many others, but the sad truth is that this
is also considered to be a “truth” in so-called progressive and open
environments, such as fashion companies or art schools.
In today’s fashion and pop culture there are interesting new proposals
for a non-sexual or stereotypical heterosexual identity. One example is
how Gosha Rubchinskiy is creating performances by replacing typical
models with street-casted Russian boys, and creating a room for the
show out of a gymnastic hall adorned like a church (Andrey Bartenev on
performance, 2016). This has been a part of a changed view on how we
look at today’s models and presented a new type of style and inspiration
for men. Figure 2.5.2.
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Fig 2.5.2

When looking for styles and clothes behind already existing
alternatives in menswear we often end up in a dissonance of
sexuality and identity. If something is hard to read or see as
pleasurable accordingly to a heterosexual norm, the society in
general, tends to become unsure of what is good or bad.(Gunn,
2016) Often it tends to get dismissed as something obscure or
weird.
This depends a lot on the viewers interest, which is a really big
issue for the design ethics; where do we have a possibility to push
boundaries, who is interested in new suggestions and how can I
attract people with a potential interest?
A use of references is really important in this case. How can I create
a proposal of a new reality and picture of what the new relevant is?
It does have certain similarities to a big change in Swedish politics
2014, how “Moderaterna” re-arranged the political landscape and
painted a new picture, a new reality where they became the new
relevant. (De nya moderaterna, 2015) Fig 2.5.2
By using an already existing vocabulary that the Social democrats
has been using for many years as the biggest and leading party in
Sweden combined together with bigger visions and new ideas they
became a new important opportunity for people.
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Fig 2.5.2 The former parti leader of Nya Moderaterna, Fredrik Reinfeldt.

So here comes a few questions. Does one want to use heterosexual and
normative references to reach outside the box of queerness? Is there a space
not necessarily in-between? Where can we find expressions in menswear that
are not related to typical archetypical expressions such as military clothes,
sportswear or versions of formal wear either a queer aesthetic?
If we take a look at today’s western fashion scene, the expression of the
outfits men are wearing on the runway are in general build on those above
mentioned archetypes, and in comparison to some more abstract outfits that
are often viewed at female models, they are often not challenging norms or
setting a progressive tone.
There are traditions of behaviour that a designer has to take in consideration
and that is very important in this work. Since masculinity of today often is
problematic and damaging for the society in general designers have to take
responsibility and not reproduce a idea of a normative masculinity. Fig 2.5.3.
A decision to not design based on these ideals.
The problem with those norm-breaking designs are that they can easily
become problematic in the wrong context but very successful in another.
(Warkander, 2013) This is the reason a space was created, a not yet defined
private room, for experiments and examples where it is possible to create
recipes for new identities dependent on this work aims to investigate; a
method.
To create a dynamic method music, film and other kinds of settings in different
contexts, such as nightclubs, grocery shops or fictional environments, are
important when investigating new possible expressions in menswear.
In more typical technical fields of fashion design such as construction, printing
and knitting, these fictional rooms should be used in the same way; stepping
away from practical stereotypical solutions, references and decisions often
seen in menswear as practical details or functional expressions.
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Fig 2.5.3 Disigual

2.6Aim:

Exploring queer expressions in mens underwear through post internet aesthetic as Vaporwave
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3.Method
Shape - rough draping
Through draping roughly with shapes, exciting garment, and pieces
of fabric on body while documenting the positioning of the objects in a
fast phased manner (Thornquist, 2010) that creates big quantities of
material; a base for an answer to the question “which shape can men’s
underwear take?”
To define the method and get a bigger variety of the results on can
set directions for which part of the body that should be the focus of
the experiment. To do so and introduce more clear references to an
underwear wardrobe one can also use categories from the world
of women’s underwear. In comparison to the men’s underwear the
women’s underwear dictionary is much thicker.

Fig 3.1

There has also being research done in other types of fields regarding
more male orientated genres of underwear to open up the exploration of
shape such as BDSM, ancient wraps and gear wear as shoulder pads
and other more performative archetypical wear.
Examples of different kinds of underwear-coded-garments can be taken
from Karin wärn book Underbart! Ericsson Wärn, K. (2007) figure 3.1and
-The Lingerie book (Gray, 1980), figure 3.2.
These books are somehow relating to an idea of how a female day-today use of underwear should or could look like.
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Fig 3.2

In the method (figure 3.3) garments and fabric are used to explore shape relating to
underwear coded garments regardless if they are gender coded.
For the metod a male model is needed to explore how the male body is seen in
shapes related to underwear. The model is placed in front of a camera, a stage were
the experiments are executed.
The base for creating shapes are existing garments and pisces of fabric, by the use of
inputs different variations of shapes are tried out.
The inputs are needed to focus the exploration towards an underwear context, in this
method (rough draping) two different inputs are used: Reference garments and Detail.
The input ”Reference garment” consists of garments from underwear in the widest
of senses, using references from women underwear, mens underwear and revealing
sensual garment types.
This is made to create new possibilities and definitions of how mens underwear can
look like and open up for new expressions related to sensuality to be abel to reach
longer than what the concept of mens underwear mainly consists of; Underpants.
Examples of possible input from the female wardrobe could be suspenders, kimonos,
neglige or bodysuits.
Sources for references can be Underbart! written by Ericsson Wärn or the brand
Agent provocateurs website where one can find different categories and examples
rom the female underwear wardrobe.
From the male wardrobe sexualized attributes could been taken in to create a bigger
variation of possibilities in the exploration. Examples of this could been uniform
oriented attributes such as aprons and attributes from the world of sport and bondage
such as shoulder pads, jockstraps, harness or body chains.
To alternate the possibilities of shapes the shape could be rearranged and positioned
on the body in different ways which creates new demands and possibilities for the use
uf detail.
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Fig 3.3

From un-dressed to dressed
To evaluate the gathered material from the rough draping
method due to the criteria of finding possible diversity
in shape in a line-up of mens underwear a method was
called “From un-dressed to dressed” was created.
The expression of underwear is dealing whit garments
in contrast to naked skin and body, therefor the logic
dynamic of the collection and investigation should
deal with examples reaching from un-dressed to fully
dressed.

Fig 3.4

One can see this metod as a recurring tool to evaluate
examples and positions in a line up. (figure 3.4) The
method un-dressed to dressed can also be used to
identify gaps in an investigation or fashion design
collection, by order gathered material due to different
criteria one can see possible openings to fill in a line up.
In the series of pictures in figure 3.5 the content shows
that different examples of material put in order due to the
method.
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Fig 3.5

Illustrator sketching
This method (Illustrator sketching) is used after evaluating the examples
in “From undressed to dressed”. If one finds that examples could
be taken further, due to the idea of how underwear relates to nudity,
a new sketching phase takes place. In the series of pictures (Fig 3.6)
this prosess is shown; from rough draping to the method Illustrator
sketching.

Fig 3.6

The aim of this metod is to create a bigger source of materials in
order to take a step forward in the process towards a more precise
line-up. By working in illustrator one have the possibilities to quickly
create a variation of examples where it is possible to try out graphics,
proportions, finish, colour and materials.
The method is formed by a system where different develop ment has
to be done first, by adding elements of shape, graphic one can start to
sketch and shape siluetts. in this method this is done in illustrator. It is in
this program the color exploration starts, relating to shape and graphic.
this is exemplified in figure 3.7.

Fig 3.7
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Shape a graphic design
The methodology of working with, and developing, graphics
is built on analyses of how existing underwear brands has
build their identities an connected them to graphic langue.
Versace and Calvin Klein are two brands exemplifying how
graphic is communicating brand identity through aesthetics.
The first step in this method is to gather material to frame the
identity and aesthetic that the graphic should communicate.
Figure 3.8.
The frame should consist oh pictures that defines a context
choosing who one wants to communicate with and dear to
by visual examples exclude contexts.
Example of pictures or visual media for the frame can be
examples of other brands and identities that one want to
relate to.
Contexts were fashion and human tend to meet is shops this
interaction and choice of identifying oneself with a type of
personalitie open ups for explorations of group identification;
for example there is a different aesthetic and progressive
vibe in a store like Colette in comparison to a more
conservative shopping venue like Lafayette and with different
kinds of goers. And might there be possible places beyond
existing concepts, possibly the frame should exclude shops
aiming towards museum or space?
To frame aesthetic one could also research fashion
magazines, Instagram and other social media to understand
connections between different types of publishers and their
followers.
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Fig 3.8

To narrow down towards a graphic design and a logo that is
connected to the whole world of ones aesthetic and values one
has to define the brand or designer DNA. The DNA is the significant
design attributes that sets the expression and recognizable langue.
In the beginning of shaping a whole design identity one need to
develop different parts of the DNA parallel.
In this method the context and frame are connected to the DNA
through an expression of movement seen in figure x were the
context of techno which include repetition and movement is merged
with the design identity and expression. In this work the DNA
consists of organic lines, saturated colours and thin fabrics.
By defining the frame and develop and define the DNA one can start
to sketch on possible ways to shape a graphic concept.
To develop the graphics a vector-based program like Illustrator can
be used sketching with black and white as seen in figure 3.8 (What
makes a truly great logo [online]). By the use of illustrator on can
create fast paced sketching method by the use of the possibility of
copy paste function.
In the step of sketching, a graphic langue will accrue with lines and
silhouettes that sets a direction towards a logo type and at the same
a graphical langue that also could be used. The difference between
a set logo and a graphical langue can be tried by trying out how the
symbol works from distance and in miniature.
According to the graphic designer Michael Bierut a logo should
work in black and white to later be abele to create varieties out of it,
(What makes a truly great logo [online]) the color shouldn’t make it
work but the lines.
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Fig 3.8

3.1 Development
The starting point for this work is a collection of pictures regarding shape,
prints and colour.
In this collection a process of framing relevant underwear was started by
gathering a material that could set a direction for further developments.
The pictures defines different ways of relating to underwear without having
gender or norms.

Collection of pictures, starting point
Shape
In this series of pictures aspects of nudity and details related to underwear
were chosen due to the issue of the narrowness in ways of working with
men’s underwear.

Fig 3.2.1

Fig 3.2.2

Fig 3.2.3

Fig 3.2.4

Figure 3.2.1 is a part of the collection of pictures because of the typical
sexualization of the female body, and the garment-properties where
the pattern of lace fabric has been up-scaled, and the big gaps are
exaggerating the body. A possibility where a pattern is showing body parts
is identified as an interesting way to work with a male body.
Figure 3.2.2 is relevant because of how shape and lines are used to
exaggerate sensuality by using elements of fragility. In this example thin
straps are used together with transparent fabric.
In the example (seen in figure 3.2.3) a everyday outfit is presented. The
outfit has, by showing of the thongs, become an example of the power of
underwear, even if the size of the garment is small, a big effect is reached.
Figure 3.2.4 is interesting because it sets an example of how easily norms
of men’s underwear could be broken, by pulling the underwear up a few
centimetres, an interesting expression is achieved.
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In the figure 3.2.5 skin is shown, a female body is exposed something that
is a normality in todays fashion, the same opportunity of course exists in
the menswear but is seen as something normbraking.
In the figure 3.2.6with the chanel corset a underwear is presented in the
context of street wear, by changing materials of underwear new expression
can be reached.

Fig 3.2.5

Fig 3.2.6

Fig 3.2.7

Fig 3.2.8

Fig 3.2.9

Fig 3.2.10

Hood by air has in the figure 3.2.7 presented an example of how a male
body could be dressed exploring nudity and by using a hoodie reference
they do also manage to cover the models dick. This example is on the
border to underwear even if the shape is quiet bold.
In figure 3.2.8 a male model has been dressed in clothes that relates to tribe
wear, the power of the naked body in relation to traditional garments with
heritage comes with many possibilities due to associated attributes.
In look book picture 3.2.9 of Vetements a male coded underwear the
jockstrap is presented together with typical male coded garments such as
the cowboy boots and the bomber jacket, this picture shows an example of
how underwear can be shown together with masculine attributes.
The gender identity is in figure 3.2.10 explored by the use of queer
references, a male model is dress in a top that refers to a corset, a typical
female garment. The styling exaggerates a expression that discusses
borders of gender by referencing queer attributes.
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Graphic
In the figure 3.2.11 a trucks front is showing of its brands typical langue
in form. It work is the same manner as perfume and branded t-shirts
and interesting for this work, mens underwear. The power of the objects
graphics becomes a part of the user.
The referencing and style of graphic in clothes connects to style and time,
in this picture a norm core aesthetic (Fig 3.2.12) is achieved through the use
of color and lines, the feeling of what is daddy like is also connected to
how generations are identifying parents, so to say by the use of aretypichal
lines and color one can connect values and emotions to graphics.

Fig 3.2.11

Fig 3.2.12

In figure 3.2.13 a album cower of the swidich hip hop artis blaasde is shown
which aestetichs is a part of the internet art movement Vaporware. This
aestetich is interesting regarding to possibilities of graphics with a three
dimensional look. Logos are traditionally created in a prosec starting with
a black background and black segments to create art works, this is a
example of how a up to date astetich has the ability to re write the notion of
symbolism.
In the figure 3.2.14 we can understand how the color can change the notion
of a recognizable logo, the ferrari logo has been give female categeristics
by the use of the color pink. In the same manner there might be a
possibility to affect current notions by changing different elements.

Fig 3.2.13

In figure 3.2.15 the astetich of adidas which consists of straight lines
has given a new expression due to a collobration with alexander wang.
The break from the ordinary Adidas expression express something
contemporary and limited.
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Fig 3.2.15

Fig 3.2.14

Figure x is showing an variety of graphics picturing wavs in a
tribal way, this technique suite 2 way colors prints and opens
up for exploration of elements in fashion design such as cut
outs and laser cutting.
The figure x is showing an example of how graphics can
connect different objects due to their visual expressions,
By using the same style of lines or color one can play with
systems exploring their visual abilityes.
By changing and re writing existing ideas as in figure x the
graphic can change the perception of an archetype. The
significant look of denim whit its worn out look has here been
re write by making the freeyed look into graphic.
In figure x an element of humor is brought into the graphics, by
using fun or provocative recognizable motives one can attract
the viewers attention. This could be a powerful way to make
costumer remember a nem company name in the same way as
the Swedish fashion brand Acne did in 1997. Figure x
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colour
When exploring color in fashion it is important to embrace the possibility
of choosing the surface it is used upon. A example with different results
can be seen in figure x were a the color get different expressions due to its
surface.
Figure x is a part of the collection because of the tension the yellow
color creates. By changing a typical color in this case a green one in to
a unexpected one can change feelings towards an object, in this case
question of taste may occur.
In figure x one a group of youngsters are dressed and styled in bold colors,
by the use of those color a rebellious expression is reached. in many
subcultures for example in the skinheads color attributes are used to point
out their sovereignty and group affiliation.
By the use of color in figure x a recognizable environment and its context
could be understood. By putting those color on a woven cushion that looks
like a typical french open-air caffe one can connect to emotions of free
time and enjoyment of life.
In the series of pictures in figure x a bleached garment has got new
colors by editing in photoshop, this experiment shows a possibility of how
physical material manipulations can change characteristics expression by
digital editing, in a way this is a re writing of nature, a chemical reaction.
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Rough draping
Hands-on grapich.

In this experiment the definition of a successful graphic is concluded, identified as a element that surrounds the body opposite to
a placed element.

Logo hanging

In this experiment different garments are connected by the use of a logo, the successful experiments are identified due to how
the tension is visible.
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Wrapping.

This experiment explores the possibilities of cover and wrap a garment, a construction method that when it is successfully done
creates graphical lines but might create undefined pieces of fabric.

Logo drape
In this experiment a logo is cut out in fabric and draped with, the construction is pre set and could be altered by placing it in
different ways. Successful results creates interesting graphical outlines and by other hand the shape might end up undefined.
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Logo as a locking device, big scale.
In this try out the scale of the logo is explored and used as a locking device that defines the shape, successful examples are
achieved when the logo body and fabric creates a harmony. Examples when the logo interferes with the body should be seen as
less successful tryouts.
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Logo as a locking device, small scale.
In this try out the logo is explored and used as a locking device that closes the shape and holds it in position, successful
examples are achieved when the logo defines the point of joining, where the garments closes. Examples when the logo
dissapears should be seen as less successful tryouts.
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Screw together
In this try out hardware is used to screw together a tube to se if one can create a defined shape, successful experiments are
shapes thats gets defined thanks to the screwing and less successful experiments are those were the screwing had to little impact
or didn’t manage to define the shape.
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Rough draping 2
Tryout and styling with existing garments and shapes
In the next stage of the research a series of tight is following exploring how
underwear related shapes works on a male body.
In picture x the difference between wearing underwear whit shoes and without
is explored, it sets the model in different contexts and by wearing shoes
together with the underwear expectations are changed of the use of the
underwear.
In figure x a outfit consisting of a pair of mens bikinis and a undershirt is tried
on because of how it relates to the picture in figure x. This shows how little is
needed to make a male outfit relate to underwear or how men can be portrayed
in a context of a private room.
The figure x represents a everyday outfit were a pair of pants a is combined
with a thong, this was a trend for girls during the nineties with the low cut pants
and was seen at celebrities like Paris Hilton. In the figure x a male model is
using the same concept that refers to that period and a feminine style. Shape
wise this outfits does also opens up for decorative elements to be shown by the
use of underwear.
In Figure x the power of the symbol is explored, the logo plays an significant
part in underwear and is often used on the bikinis elastics. By placing it on other
places a reference to sport is created, this combination between underwear
related shapes and materials with the logo creates a strong expression.
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By referencing to a BDSM aesthetic by the use of lines, metal and leather
one can easily create a outfit connected to sex and club ware. This
expression relates to underwear because of the nudity but in competence
to other pictures in the series of tryout and styling this refers more to an
activity and context.
In this tryouts (figure x) layering of underwear is explored, a pair of
bikinis is combined with boxers referring to Jean Paul Gaultiers way of
putting corsets on tot of outwear. This tryout goes away from the core of
underwear since it focuses more on layering of garments.
The pictures in figure x and x are compering two extremes of nudity and
dress. To investigate possibilities of shape in underwear one should push
boundaries in both directions. Since the variation of the male underwear
wardrobe is quiet small this approach does also creates new types of
garments and shapes.
In the two pictures (figure x,x) elements of burlesk aesthetic is used as
parts of the outfits. Fur and a feather boa is styled together with a mesh
dress and a body to contextualize and refer to a queer expression and
style. Does outfits are more picturing a style than touching the core on
mens underwear.
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Exploring astethics through visuals
Swirly lines
By exploring visual elements as artworks
the graphic concept was developed. In
the figures on page 57 the interaction
between colors and lines was explored
through editing in Adobe photoshop. The
interaction between the lines creates fades
and hues in a similar way to how raster
print could create depth and variation.
By changing colors different expression
was created and by breaking up the
artwork an expression closely related to
the post internet aesthetic glitch art was
achieved.

In this example (figure x) light blue and yellow was
explored, the interaction between the lines and its spacing
creates a tridimensional expression and a green shade
appears thanks to the color combination.

This artwork (figure x) explores the expression of the interaction In the artwork in figure x a layer was added to
between darker colors. The fades gets more dramatic and the
explore the interaction with one additional color.
dark fades fades create a depth.
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To add a dimension to the expression of the
artwork a glitch effect was used to create a
break in the swirly lines. It separates the lines
and reveals a white background that creates a
swirl.

This example could be seen as the most
successful one with the use of contrasting high
saturated colors the artwork has both depth and
vibrance.

Straight square and stripes
Thees examples are exploring color
through basic graphic such as lines and
squares. The difference in scale creates
different expression since the thin lines
are creating more of a unit were the colors
blends together.
The try-outs with the square are rather
exploring how color interacts side by side
than how they becomes a unit.
In figure x a multi colored stripe patter was explored, the
small scale of the stripes makes the stripes blend in to each
other. The principal may be interesting but the expression
from distance and close- up is quiet dull.

In figure x a bigger scale of color blocks was
explored, since the scale is bigger the square
does not blend together and no dynamic
could be identified.
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In this example the tempo and direction of
the squares has been modified, this creates a
certain dynamic and the directions in the print
are quite unexpected.

In figure x the color blue is explore in
relation to black and white contrasts, it
creates a expression related to neon lights
and a expression of depth.

To create depth in the artwork an effect that
reminds on 3D animations was added. The
artwork gets an interesting depth and a
strong aesthetic expression.

Glitch art expression
In thees tryouts a more pictorial expression was explored through the aesthetic of glitch art.
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In this figure (x) a photo of a swimming pool was
manipulated by the use of glitch art codes that are abel to
download at various internet websites. It adds a expression
of fiction to a natural picture.

This figure (x) illustrate how the expression turns artificial by
the change of color. The expression is strong and intense.

The artwork in figure x is a manipulated stripe pattern that
refers to lo-fi resolution. The artwork is lacking in expression
due to the dull color and lack of deepness.

The artwork in figure x has been manipulated various of
times which has made the color blend in to each other and
create different focus that creates a interesting depth.

Post internet references
in combination with
underwear
In the two pictures,(figure x and x) the power of
the logo is try out, it refers to the use of the logo
in streetwear that is seen in Gosha Rubchinskiys
work and in the Vaporwave art movement that is
discussed in the state of arts. This combination of
underwear and graphics creates an expression
that explores male sensuality trough streetwear
references and internet aesthetic.
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Evaluation method, from nude to dressed in an underwear context.
By dividing the series of the try-outs in to groups of categories based on the concept of levels of nudity one can picture an idea trough a series
of pictures (figure x) of how a possible line-up of mens underwear can look like, exploring different ways to cover the body.
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From physical to digital
Through the draping sessions try-outs of different ways to dress the male body referring to underwear was explored. It gives an rough idea of
possible silhouettes that may been used in the line-up.In order to create concrete suggestions for the line up regarding color an proportions
the sketching is taken to illustrator.
It opens up for possibilities of a fast pace way of creating a big material with different color combinations (figure x)
It also opens up for trying out graphic elements such as prints and outlines of the garments. (Figure x)
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Laser cutter used as a silk screen
From sketches in illustrator details are developed by
integrating the developed graphic elements into the
garments. By the use of laser cutting machine possibilities
of combining material is created in the same manner as a
silkscreen creates possibilities to combine colours.
In this example a pice of vinyl was used to create a logo
based outline contrasting the green jersey fabric.
To be abel to work in this manner, with pattern pieces and
graphic design, a toile is first developed and digitalized. In
fig x an example of that is shown, a toile is scanned and the
development of the graphic detail is made possible.
The material layering technique that the laser cutting
machine opens up for makes it possible to create textile
graphic design elements out of material which means
precise color and surface combinations, sketched in
illustrator and produced by the usage of the laser cutter.
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In progress line-up
The series of pictures on page 64 illustrates a line up in progress were some examples could be seen as successful and other has been changed
to be motivated in a line up exploring mens underwear reflected against the aim: Exploring queer expressions in mens underwear through post
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Example one works good and sets
the tone for the work thanks to the
logo t-shirt and detailed underwear.

The top in example two works good
but the underwear is to similar to
outfit one and three.

The underwear works good with a detailed
outline but the top is hard to motivate in an
underwear context.

The woven set works good in its
expression and adds a layer of
transparency to the lineup.

The body works good in the line up.

This example has to be changed since it
has a different expression and does not
fit in to a context of underwear.

The shape of the bathrobe os interesting
but the expression is totally of and refers
more to retro sportswear.

The shape works good but some
adjustments and a more clever print work
is needed.

The shape and material works fine but
some graph elements should be added.

3.2 Workbook - Important findings
From physical experiments to digital cutting and
finishing.
The idea of creating a dynamic between the different examples, through
the stages of definition and identification of dress, the increasing drama
from undressed to dressed, was created by using different already-existing
garments and/or objects.
The way of making and developing the shape, by going from physical
experiments to digital print and finished results, requires a digitalization of the
toile.
In this work the digitalization has mainly been completed by using a scanner.
This has worked out fine since the pattern pieces in underwear are relatively
small.
When the pattern has been digitalized, the shape, print and finishing is
developed further in Adobe Illustrator.
In this work where the graphic design has been developed (connected to a
underwear-brand-identity) the way of assembling the physical graphics has
mainly been made through two different machines; the laser cutter and the
transfer printer.
The laser cutter makes it possible to cut or etch in a big variation of materials.
The cut is made by a laser beam cutting through the material, and the material
characteristics effects the result.
The design of solutions and finishings is made in this stage. How can the toile
be developed and defined as a part of a series of underwear-examples by
using the laser cutting machine?
In figure X, the closing-solution that has it’s starting-point in different kinds of
leather wear is used to frame the fabric; a dyed satin viscose fabric.
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Figure X

The leather frame is prepared in Illustrator, creating holes with
the laser cutter where the stitches later will be sewn in order to
hold the front and back together. The straps are also layered with
a front and back. The holes for the stitches in these parts are
also drawn in Illustrator to work with the buckle.
Before the cutting is made, a layer of glue-coating is attached to
the back of the leather, as seen in figure X and Y, facilitate the
mounting of the piece by using a heat press.

Figure X

The middle layer with the etched graphic (as seen in figure T)
is cut 3 mm smaller to make the glue on the backing and front
piece match.
The graphic in this example is laser etched and it’s
characteristics depends on the satin viscose that it is etched on.
To create this kind of print in a textile without destroying the
weave of the fabric, and without getting a dull result, the settings
of the laser beam has to be correct. These settings are varying
depending on different materials and their thickness.
To create a stronger effect and finish for the final piece, two
padding layers were added after being cut in the same way as
the middle layer as seen in figure T.
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Figure T

Figure Y

From line-up to physical colours, graphics
and prints.
After defining the overall shapes, through draping-experiments,
an idea of a line up appeared where a state of colour
experimentation took place.
By creating a big source of materials from where one can
compare and make conclusions that opens up for new
combinations. This helps to identify how the different colours
relates to each other. Different nuances effects the whole, and
that fact highlights the importance of precision and awareness
when it comes to colour.
The colour experiments has been executed in Illustrator,
exploring how shapes relate to each other in a line-up by trying
out different colours and shades.
To avoid personal biases of how colour could be combined there
are certain ways to explore and develop combinations by using
tools in Adobe Photoshop for example. Since colours has a
logic relation to each other a colour combination itself could be
manipulated and maintain the logic relation through the colour
wheel.
This opens up for new unexpected combinations that takes
the development further. The exploration of different colour
combinations requires a development of shape to open up to
enable new combinations of colours.
This could also have been opened up by the graphics.
The shapes, and the way the colours combined on the next page
has been developed by using the graphics as a way of dividing
the different parts of the garment, helps the construction to
create a graphic.
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How to get the right color and
hue on the final fabric
Colour is a non-static thing. Depending on which colour profile
and digital editing-program one uses the hues changes. Also the
colour’s characteristics changes depending on the fabric.
In order to get the exact right shade from the screen to the
finished fabric, a lot of samples with small colour changes, has to
be done.
A example of how many different switches that might be needed
to try to print is visualized in figure x. The swatches is designed
to balance out the difference that may occur due to different
calibrations of computer screens and machine settings.
To reach an accurate result the tryout print has to be done on the
right fabric to understand the conditions the fabric manages, the
intensity of the color differs due to temperature but on the same
time one must avoid to damage the fabric and destroy the fibers.
In this work the printing technic that is used is transfer print with a
standard setting on 190 degree, on has to be careful since many
stretch jersey underwear fabrics consists of elastane which is a
sensitive to high temperatures.
If the elastane yarn melts the stretch disappears and the fabric
starts to break.
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Figure X

3.3 A Design rationale

Wordmark

The design decisions of this investigation has been made by virtually
and physically compare and try materials against each other through
different methods.

Pictoral

Graphic design
The force of the work that set the focus and defines how mens
underwear are developed further in this work has been changed end
renewed after periods of evaluation.

Abstract inconography

In early stages of shaping the graphics, decisions was taken in
relation to different kind of logo systems. (Vox, 2017)

System

In this stage thees tree different graphical artworks inspired by
movement and dancing are coopered to the possible functions of
different logos types.

(Vox 2017)

The different connections and connotations to the different types of
graphics holds values that are useful when positioning a brand or a
graphic profile.
In the context of mens underwear which is viewed upon as a
functional garments one can relate it to sportswear.
Most of the sport logos in todays fashion (2018) has been developed
to become abstract inconography from a earlier state of word mark
logo types.
This lead me into a track of further sketching trying to capture a
movement by making abstract iconographic logos still though trying to
keep the (at the time) brand name Prenius such as Nike and Adidas.
This lead into a track of further sketching trying to capture a
movement by making abstract iconographic logos still though trying to
keep a word mark approach from, (at the time) brand name Prenius.
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Pictoral

Abstract inconography

Wordmark

To try out and justify decisions development parts has consisted
of physical work exploring possibilities of a physical logo to be
abel to decide its design.
In the pictures at the right the logo is laser cut which allows very
precise details.
Trough draping the graphic has been tested as a functional
shape definer that has lead to a development towards a hanger
or tool.
A decision was taken to focus on the graphic development and
its design answering clearer to the aim.
Different tryout was made, distorting the current graphic by using
different effects in Illustrator and Photoshop to explore new
possibilities and composition.
To address the logo and connect it to the category of garment
a name relating to mens underwear was introduce, Dick
International.
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Form and material
In this exploration different kind of materials has been explored
when being used as underwear fabric, one could argue for that
the nakedness is the most important significant and therefore
opens up for tryouts of non typical underwear fabrics.
Through different tryouts investigating how fabrics influences
the shape evaluations made it clear that a investigation of mens
underwear through graphic and color required typical underwear
fabrics to be abel to communicate the need for development in
the field of mens underwear.
Other fabric types are communicating other values and creates a
confusion of what is investigated and is not answering to the aim.
The development of shape has been formed by referencing a
women`s underwear wardrobe exploring male sensuality draping
on a men live model and through sketches in illustrator.
The live draping is more rough in comparison to the sketching
were small changes are easier to work with. The different ways
to work has been applied to different parts of the collection, the
big examples are draped and the small ones are sketched.
This has been important for graphic design decisions in order to
compare color and detail composition. In this this tryout the right
example has been chosen to work further with because of how
the logos graphic shapes the garments outline by becoming a
detail.
It answers to the aim by examine the possibility of how graphics
can become detail.
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4 Result
The result of this work is a contribution to the mens underwear
wardrobe suggesting a wider concept of mens underwear through
shape, material, color, and details.

Shape
The suggestions for shape is a result arriving from an exploration were
garments are developed due to an idea of investigating how a male
body can be dressed, going from not cover to covered.
By using references to existing vocabulary of both mens and women
underwear such as kimonos, stay-ups and corsets e.g the shapes in
the line-up suggest a variation in cuts drapes and combinations of
garment types.
By introducing those shapes, new garment types gets introduced to a
male wardrobe.

Material
The materials properties has affected how the garment types are
read, the result shows a difference in how woven and tricot fabrics are
behaving close to a naked body and which details that is needed.
The trimmings in the line up reveals the properties and references
exciting underwear garment types. In one example a woven top refers
to a corsets because of the needed lacing.
Due to the possibilities of coloring, fabric fiber types has ended up
being suitable to the way that graphics are applied.
In examples were many colors are used and were developed in a
digital based media polyester and other non cellulose based materials
were used to create a fruitful exploring and producing process.
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Color
The drama of the color in the line up is build up by a communication
and composition dramaturgy were the examples are answering to
its adjacent example. This is made through details, structure of the
color thus how the color is speaking, loud and clear or whispery and
calm.
In the calculations of the dynamic, pauses and action has
set direction using colors and their combinations as tools to
communicate by produce feelings of recognition and its opposition.
In color combinations examples, pink and light blue are used, it
could be seen as a typical color combination relating to barbie
aesthetics relating to young femininity, in the same manner as the
photographer Arvida Byström is using the reference.
It could be seen as a recognizable combination of color.
Other combinations existing in the line up could be seen as
examples of the opposite to a pause, something non typical, with the
power to create tension and nerve.

Details
The line up consists of different graphics that defines and
contextualizes the examples. The power of the symbol creates an
interesting combination together with the underwear and it creates a
dynamic relating to sportswear were the logo i sa significant aspect.
To exemplify the logos potential and examine its graphical language
the logo has set directions for the composition through color,
detail and solutions. This is the core of the collection that could
be compared to other brands way of using lines that defines their
aesthetics.

Graphics

The Dick International logo (figure x) and the secondary logo
(figure x) that is used for repeated lines and edges are designed to
be the core of the aesthetics for this work.
By referring to the celebration of the logo and symbolism in post
internet aesthetics such as vaporwave the designing of the logo has
effected the result by giving shape to graphic lines such as outlines,
placed prints, repeats and 3D elements.
The significant movement in the artworks has made flat surfaces
and narrow fitted garments into dynamic examples.
By the use of the laser cutter the graphics of the garments has been
made in different material that has opened up for color and texture
combinations.
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Outfit 1

Outfit 1
Outfit 1 consists of a white crop top t-shirt with the Dick International
logo laser cut in a black flock fabric. The t-shirt is constructed so the arm
creates a voluptuous silhouette and with a thin neckline that refers to a
women’s top together with a cropped hemline that creates more room for
the tanga thong underwear.
The white t-shirt with a black logo exemplifies the standard graphical
expression that is used in the process of graphic design. The logo t-shirt is
a archetypical garment in fashion and in this outfit it sets the tone for the
collection by stating the graphic importance of this work.
The tanga thong is transfer printed with a repeat with pink bottom on a
polyester and elastic fabric (95% PA 5%El) on 185 degrees celsius under
60 seconds and the same process material and settings are used for the
turkos logo bindings.
The hanging key-chain logos in the front are laser cut plexiglas spray
painted from the back to create depth since the front is se through. The
back logo that holds the underwear together is laser cut with holes for the
plastic lacing and a cut for the thong strap. The plexiglas is after cutting
spray painted yellow.
In this outfit there is different examples of how graphic is used in relation
to underwear and branding, By the use of digitalized printing and cutting
methods the logo and graphic defines the fabric by the use of a repeat and
through 3D plexi hardware the details becomes costume made elements
that create a dynamic in volume color and texture.
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Detail picture front and back underwear
1.Transfer printed jearsey in main fabric and binding
2. Laser cut plexiglas details and accessories.

1
1
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2

2

Print elements

Repeat made out of Dick International logotypes.

Binding with Dick International logo.
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Laser cut elements
Sketches for laser cutting, Red lines cut and black areas etches.

Figure x shows the sketch for the key chain logo
thats hanging from the underwear. It adds a threedimensionality to the outfit and a dynamic in the
use of the logo.
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Figure x shows the sketch of the back logo that connects the straps of
the underwear, by cutting holes in the 3D artwork the logo becomes a
detail rather than an accessory, it has a function. By the use of the etch
possibilities of a laser cut machine the brand name is added to the detail
creating a even more detailed element.
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Outfit 2

Outfit 2
Outfit 2 consists of a body were the placed Dick International
logos has been split by the use of Dick International typical
graphic lines. The lines are cut outs that are hold together by
metal rings. This creates different sections of the garment and
overlapping prints.
To highlight the graphical lines a black elastic binding is used, this
detail is also the place were the loops are attached that holds the
metall rings in place.
To be abel to do try-outs with color one has to generate a digital
pattern construction. To do so one has to through physical fittings
create a basic pattern and scan it (figure x).
The graphic placed/physical print that has been created through
crossover between the two Dick International logos, The main
logos is used as a placed print which is cut up by the use of a line
from the edging logo and creates a meeting between naked skin,
graphical printed logo and a physical graphic element.
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Detail picture front and back
In this example one can see how the graphic lines goes around the body and breaks up the garment, placed print and report.
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Outfit 3

Outfit 3
Outfit 3 consists of a underwear accessories referring to a belt,
and a pair of underwear with a Brazilian high cut introducing
embellishment as a outline and branding element in mens
underwear.
The black shiny vinyl graphic is attached by the use of fusing two
layers of transfer printed jersey together with stretch glue film
and later hand stitched on on pre laser cut holes. In contrast to
the high-tech expression of the glossy vinyl a 80s elastic piping
has been used in the black and green contrasted example were
contrasts in lines color and structure has been explored.
The pattern pieces of the belt are laser cut in leather made to be
assembled like a sandwich framing a pice of a dyed dark blue
viscose fabric with a laser etched logo print. The sketches for
the cutting can be seen in figure x. Both pattern piece and the
functional element such as holes for the buckle and holes for the
stitches are made in the laser cutting machine.
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Detail picture front and back

In this example one can se how material and color combinations are created by the the use of the laser cutter and
the possibility of create precise graphic elements out of material.
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Print elements
Placed print and color to print on white jersey.
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Laser cut elements

(C)

(B)
(B)

(A)

(A)

(A)

Figure x shows the sketches for the leather laser cut
belt, layer (A) is the backing pice which the blue dyed
viscose and logo laser etch piece (B) is applied to. To
frame and close the artwork (B) layer C was cut, and
stitched together with layer A by the use of the pre cut
holes made for the stitches.
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Figure x shows the sketch for the black vinyl laser cut
element (A) it is fitted in to the garment by sketching on
a digitalized pattern (B) pice.
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Outfit 4

Outfit 4
Outfit 4 is a white underwear set made out of woven polyester
chiffon with a multi color transfer printed repeat that refers to a
lace pattern. The outfit exemplifies how graphic lines can define a
garment and by the use of a transparent material, bindings, prints
and details the body outlines and transparency creates a layering
of graphic elements.
Since of woven fabric it refers to a corset and this is also visible in
the lacing solution that is needed to be abel to get dressed.
The logic behind a matching top and underwear comes from the
women underwear wardrobe were bra ant panties often are seen
as one unit, matching in color and finish, to exaggerated this a
pair of stockings has been added to the outfit matching in color
and transparency to emphasize a new purpose of how mens
underwear could be seen as units, a new element in a mans
wardrobe.
The outlines of the examples are taken from the Dick International
graphic concept made out of significant swirly lines which creates
a movement and dynamic in the garments even if the fit of the
examples are thigh.
The expression of the outline are created by combining a patter
piece with elements of the Dick International graphic concept
in Adobe illustrator to later be abel to laser cut thees elements.
(Figure x)
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Detail picture front and back

In this example one can se how material and color combinations are created by the the use of the laser cutter and
the possibility of create precise graphic elements out of material.
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Print elements
Repeat made out of Dick International logotypes.
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Laser cut elements

Figure x shows the sketch for the top outlines
that are laser cut in a fusing that is used for bags
to strengthen the polyester chiffon. After they
are fused on a blue fold elastic is stitched on to
create a graphic expression.
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Figure x shows the sketch for the graphic outline of the underwear. The artwork is a
take on the the ”edge” logo used for hemlines in the collection and is used to create a
low cut in the side and break up the report in on the underwear.
The graphic is laser cut in leather and applied to the chiffon with a glue made for
sneakers.
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Outfit 5

Outfit 4
Outfit 5 consists of a male take on a women’s bra using lines as
a reference to elastic straps and by the use of bra underwires the
outlines of the top frames the male chest.
The main fabric is a polyester net jersey dyed yellow by the use
of a transfer print technique. The graphics are made out of a blue
stretch velvet fabric placed with the grain line on the fabrics width
to create a fade and movement by the reflection of the fabric.
The logo crates a asymmetry and a movement with in the
garment and the placed logo in the back is used to create balace
and a centrum point.
This idea of revealing the body with in the garments refers to the
a jockstrap. A jockstrap is a underwear traditionally used in as a
gear in the sports of weightlifting to keep the genitals in place and
has an open back. Figure x.
The underwear of the outfit is a jockstrap using the same width
in the straps that create lines that goes around the body and
create spaces and a graphical frames and blocks of fabric. The
underwear has a high rise and connects to the top by creating
negative spaces between the garments and within the garments.
The graphic on the underwear is made through a cut out logotype
with a backing made out of pink vinyl thats adds to the color
dynamic of the outfit.
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Laser cut elements

Figure x shows the sketch for the laser cut logo element in the top and
is prepared with glue in the back to later be abel to attach the graphic.
The artwork are not mirrored and that is made to avoid a symmetrical
expression working with the swirly expression of Dick International.
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Figure x shows the sketch for the cut out print on the
jockstrap. The fabric is prepared with glue before cutting
and then the backing is applied trough heat pressing.
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Outfit 6

Outfit 6
Outfit 6 consists of a one piece with a tube top neckline made out
of square pisces. The garment is an example of how this work
create a wider definition of what can be included in the context of
mens underwear.
The dress is made out of a knitted stretch polyester and lycra
blend and can be seen as a reference to juicy coutures iconic
track jackets and pants.
In the figure x one can see how the shape looks on body, were it
creates drape due to its construction that is pictured laying flat on
the floor in figure x.
The drape is used as a reference to a more fluid way to dress
connected to ancient wraps that has an fit and expression of
a more comfortable garment type in comparison to a more
constructed type of dress.
Drape is also connected to gender were the male dress is
traditionally closely connected to tailoring since flow and drapes
is a reference to a female way of dressing.
In the front of the top the Dick international logo is braked down
to single elements that creates a artwork with different directions
made out of 3D elements. The Graphics are cut in plexiglas with
an in and out line that create a depth and a space were the main
fabric is visible.
The logos are stitched on in a contrasting 30nm tread thanks
to the laser cut holes and the brand name Dick International is
etched on the plexiglas before it is spray painted.
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Detail picture front
In this picture one can se the logo artwork and how it is hand stitched thanks to the laser cut holes in the plexiglas.
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Laser cut elements

In the figure x one can see the sketch for the laser cut brand name
embellishment that is made out of silk viscous velvet, to be abel to
place it accordingly to the graphic design a template is cut in paper to
make sure that the design gets correctly attached to the garment.
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In the figure x one can see the sketch for the plexiglas logo with laser
cut holes for stitching and ethos brand name. The logo is first cut and
afterwards spray painted from the back.
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Outfit 7

Outfit 7
Outfit 7 is made out of a Polyamide fabric constructed out of
fibers that are flat, this is the reason to why it reflects light in its
special way.
The construction (figure x) is made out of one piece due to
the allover transfer print. The shape of the dress has first been
defined through toiling and digitalized in illustrator were brand
aesthetics like the logos and graphical lines and elements has
been used to create the artwork.
The brown lines in the garment are going around the body and
since the brown parts are more see through the elements reveals
the bodies chest and underwear. The brown cord breaks up the
repeat and creates a layering effect in color. The logo is used in
the hemline and creates a graphic element out of it.
The finishing in neckline and hem line are raw and to avoid the
fabric to start to fringe facing is laser cut to reach the exact
precise fit and finishing. The drop in the armhole is made to
integrate the underwear in a stronger way to the outfit and by the
use of a black binding the meeting between skin, underwear and
dress gets exaggerated.
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Detail picture front and side

In this example one can see how the black binding highlights the drop and creates a graph element that surrounds
the body. To make the brown and pink printed segments pop a white stripe is used, it creates a bigger contrast and
dynamic to the print.
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In figure x on can see the sketch for the neckline facing that is laser
cut to reach an exact finishing, to do this the digitalized pattern piece
was used tracing the neckline and adding 1 centimeter to produce the
fused facing.
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In figure x one can see the sketch for laser cutting the logo hemline,
it makes it possible to get a clean finishing in the hem on the dress
combined with a Dick International graphic element.
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Outfit 8

Outfit 8
Outfit 8 consists of a kimono inspired transparent organza
bathrobe with one hole for both hand and legs. The garment is
constructed like a tube with an opening i the center that defines
the neckline and makes it possible to enter the garment. The
piece of fabric is made to a tube by a stitch were a piping and
eyelet binding assembles the garment.
The eyelet binding is also used as finishing in neckline and
hemline. The eyelets are laced with a velvet ribbon that creates a
color and structure combination but also gather materials in the
crotch (figure x). This creates a gathering of material that covers
the male genitalia and a a expression that makes the body fade
from being visible to covered.
The gathering opens up for an example that is transparent
without that private parts of the body will be naked , the bathrobe
becomes an underwear related garment for the male wardrobe,
one that doesn’t need ”underwear” to work.
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Detail picture side and back

In this example one can see how the black binding highlights the drop and creates a graph element that surrounds
the body. To make the brown and pink printed segments pop a white stripe is used, it creates a bigger contrast and
dynamic to the print.
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Outfit 9

Outfit 9
Outfit 9 is the most dressed example in the line up and is made
out of a long tube with kimono arms attached by a stitch and a
zipper in the front to make it possible to enter the garment. The
construction creates a draped expression that can be related to
wrapping cloths that has references to underwear. In figure x one
can se how the construction looks laying flat and in figure x how
it is shaped on body.
The main fabric is a dispersed dyed polyamide made out of flat
fibers and the ribbons are placed to go around the body with a
starting point in the positioned on the chest. It refers to a gabber
tracksuits and creates a expression out of the clash between
wrap clothes and tracksuits which both are comfortable garment
traditionally used to in for up the body after a shower or for a
warm up before sport practice.
The ribbons are transfer printed with the Dick International logo
and brand name and are framed with a blue piping to contrast
the dyed polyamide fabric. The color pink color that is used is
the same as in the tanga thong in outfit number one to frame the
whole line up.
The construction for the arms are attached so the arms are
showing in movement to show some skin in a moreover covered
example of how a mens underwear garment could look like.
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5 Discussion & Reflection
This work introduces new suggestions for men in the field of
underwear in a world were norms regarding male every day
sensuality is connected to branded cotton bikinis, briefs and
trunks (Maktspel i kläder, 2008). Reflecting it to the variety of
how the underwear wardrobe for women looks like, one can
conclude that norms regarding gender and identity effects how
we dress.
It becomes clear when compering gender coded underwear,
that fashion and design affects peoples every day life when they
are wearing garments thats is assembled due to the societies
expectations. The norm differs in how a male day-to-day use of
underwear looks like in comparison to the expectations we tend
to have on sensuality in female dress and underwear.
Founding that is reflected to the aim are that the word
underwear could mean much more in a menswear context than
underpants, there is room for adding garment types and bigger
variety in expression. There are possibilities to introduce a
wardrobe connected to sensuality exploring how the naked male
body could be celebrated in different ways the the heterosexual
norm proposes by suggest variations of what men possible
could wear closest to their skin.
The Idea of proposing norm breaking expression in the world
of mens underwear and try to open up the notion of how a man
should dress due to expectations can easily encounter problems
since underwear is so closely related to intimacy and privacy.
In the beginning of the work a idea of creating clothes for a
Private room was introduced. This private room could create a
free space but also exclude a big group of people that would be
interesting to work with.
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The idea of the private room would make this work personal,
clothes for oneself or a persona. Since the aim is to exploring
queer expressions in mens underwear one could understand
that this work should be a including exploration of how a male
outfit could open up heteronormative norms in dress rather than
creating outfits for a persona.
To make it possible to communicate to people and grasp for
attention this work uses notion of contemporary aesthetics to
gather interest. By the use of post internet aesthetics graphics,
color and logos has been explored to create a brand identity.
The idea of a brand connected to an identity could be an eye
opener that creates acceptance for new expression. By the
use of logos people might get a bigger acceptance towards
male nudity and sensuality, the power of a brand and identity
will make one feel like he’s not standing alone but belongs to a
group, an aesthetic.

The motive behind the exploration of queer expression in
mens underwear came from an identified gap in fashion,
mens underwear are commonly seen as basics, and if one
wants to wear something special the choice is often a pair of
underwear from ones favorite brand with the logo knitted in
to the elastics.
This work explores how design methods could change
this, is it possible to create a alternative that is connected
to the fashion system and that is not perceived as a part of
subcultural phenomena?
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In the result one can identify many examples that could be
perceived as fashion rather than products and its opens up for a
possible to commercialize the idea behind Dick International.
To commercialize the concept changes in usability has to be
made, it put demands on washability and development to reach
a perfect fit but the langue is there. This work exemplifies how
narrow fitted garments can have a great impact by the use of
details were combinations of color and structure are explored.
There are possibilities to commercialize the concept of Dick
International without losing its aesthetic. Figure x.
To develop the concept further one could start with exploring
lingerie technics or other textile technics that could be used in
underwear, this work has set an aesthetic base for a concept and
a start of exploring the possible versatile of the mens underwear
wardrobe.
One way to start could be to explore the possibilities of the
elastic.
Going through material from the work book and development
there are many different shape experiments that could be used
as a base for new Dick International collection. In figure x an
example is give on how a wrapping technic could set a base for a
new underwear collection.
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